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1. Introduction 

Qualifications and Experience 

1.1. My name is David Andrew Haskins.  I work for West Yorkshire PTE (Metro) 

in the role of Project Director for the Neappendixw Generation Transport 

(NGT) trolleybus scheme in Leeds, and have held this post in an official 

capacity since May 2010. Prior to this, I was in charge of the project in my 

role of Assistant Director, Rapid Transit. 

1.2. I hold an Honours degree in Geography, and a Masters degree in Transport 

from University College London, and I hold a Diploma of Imperial College 

(DIC). 

1.3. I have 25 years professional experience of major planning, development and 

transport works both in the public and private sectors.  I joined Metro in 2004 

as Assistant Director, Rapid Transit. 

1.4. Prior to my role at Metro, I have worked for FaberMaunsell (now Aecom), 

Steer Davies Gleave, Peter Brett Associates and Sir Alexander Gibb & 

Partners (now Jacobs).  Within these posts I primarily focussed on the 

feasibility of public transport schemes, including economic appraisal aspects, 

although I have wider experience across the spectrum of transport planning 

including modelling, highway schemes, development planning and transport 

strategy development. 

1.5. I was Chair of the national pteg LRT (Light Rapid Transit) Group for 3 years 

and I am presently a member of the UITP Trolleybus Working Group.  I have 

made a number of presentations at conferences in the UK and abroad. 

1.6. As Project Director, I have shaped the scheme that is the subject of the 

Transport and Works Act Order application and this Public Inquiry and have 

a thorough knowledge of its justification and the underpinning transport 

policy framework. 
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Declaration of Truth 

1.7. I confirm that insofar as the facts stated in this Proof of Evidence are within 

my own knowledge, I have made clear which they are and I believe them to 

be true. Where some areas of my evidence are not my specialist subjects, I 

believe that the relevant facts and opinions as stated are to be true and are 

based on the professional opinions of experts in their fields. 
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2. Outline of Evidence 

2.1. My evidence covers the following areas: 

 The need for a rapid transport scheme on the A660 Otley Road and 

A61/M621 corridors 

 Why a trolleybus-based system is the most appropriate rapid transit 

technology; 

 A demonstration of the strong fit that NGT has with current national and 

local policies; 

 The history of scheme development, including the funding context; 

 The approach to consultation and engagement across all phases of the 

project to date; 

 An overview of the economic, financial and commercial cases – the detail 

of which will be set out in other Proofs of Evidence; and 

 A summary of the Management Case in relation to the NGT project. 
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3. The Need for the Scheme – The Strategic Case 

Introduction 

3.1. I oversee the NGT scheme which has been developed to fulfil the role of a 

rapid transit solution for the A660 Otley Road and A61/M621 corridors. In 

this Chapter of my evidence I set out: 

 The need for a rapid transport scheme on the A660 Otley Road and 

A61/M621 corridors; and 

 Why a trolleybus-based system is the most appropriate rapid transit 

technology. 

The Need for a Rapid Transit scheme on the A660 Otley Road and A61/M621 

corridors 

3.2. Mr Farrington has demonstrated in his evidence [APP-1-2], the need for 

investment in transport in Leeds, and that there are four key factors that will 

make public transport more attractive to travellers who will otherwise use car 

and will support a sustainable pattern of land-use development and 

economic regeneration focussed on Leeds city centre.  These are: 

 Greater capacity public transport which can accommodate a growth in 

demand; 

 Reduced public transport journey times;  

 Improved public transport punctuality; and 

 Improved quality of public transport on vehicles and at stops and stations 

3.3. Mr Farrington further provided evidence that the population of Leeds is 

forecast to grow, that there are a greater number of jobs in Leeds than there 

are workers in the District, and that transport constraints will act as an 

impediment to economic and business efficiency going forward.  His 

evidence also set out the limited extent to which existing and future 
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congestion in Leeds could be ameliorated through investment in the highway 

network, and that constraints exist around providing additional rail capacity 

3.4. In order to establish future transport requirements in respect of the above, a 

systematic review of all the transport corridors in Leeds was undertaken in 

2008/09 which identified a range of possible ways of improving the City’s 

public transport network, each aimed at meeting wider objectives by 

addressing existing and anticipated problems. This work is summarised in 

the 2009 document Investing in Public Transport: A Framework for Leeds [C-

4-2, pgs 21-26]. 

3.5. In the introduction to the above report, it was stated that “Working together, 

Metro and Leeds City Council have identified the need for a step change in 

local public transport provision.  This will help the City continue to grow in a 

way that contributes to meeting our shared goals for the natural and built 

environment, and allow the benefits of that growth to be shared between all 

those who live and work in the City, and in the wider City Region”.   

3.6. That report identified that the characteristics of the transport corridors lead to 

a need for a particular type of transport intervention in each case; there is a 

role for bus network enhancements, for further enhancements to the rail 

network, as well as the role for various types of Park & Ride in combination 

with rapid transit modes. The role of other interventions such as those 

associated with fares and ticketing, information and shelters and 

interchange, were also identified.  

3.7. It should be noted that while some of these interventions have since been 

implemented or are in the process of implementation, others have been 

subject to further analysis and have in some cases been redefined or 

superseded. The updated position is provided in the updated Strategic Fit 

Report [C-1-15]. 

3.8. Specifically the following corridors were identified as requiring bus network 

enhancements: 
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 Harrogate A61 corridor, including further enhancement of Scott Hall Road 

guided busway with potential for Park & Ride; 

 Skipton/Ilkley A65 corridor (building on committed improvements on 

Kirkstall Road); 

 Bradford A647 corridor; 

 Huddersfield M621 corridor; 

 Dewsbury A653 corridor; 

 York/Selby A64 corridor, including further enhancement of the York/Selby 

Road guided busway; and 

 Wetherby A58 corridor, with potential for Park & Ride at the Outer Ring 

Road. 

3.9. The report also identified required rail network enhancements as follows: 

 Harrogate Line – new station at Horsforth Woodside (with Park & Ride), 

more/longer trains; 

 York/Selby – electrification; 

 Hallam/Pontefract Lines (Five Towns) – more/longer trains; 

 Wakefield Line – more/longer trains; 

 Huddersfield Line – more/longer trains and network enhancements; 

 Caldervale Line (Bradford) – more/longer trains and network 

enhancements, expanded Park & Ride at New Pudsey; 

 Airedale/Wharfedale Lines (Skipton/Ilkley) – new stations at Kirkstall 

Forge/Apperley Bridge (both with Park & Ride), more/longer trains; 
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3.10. In respect of Park & Ride, in combination with either existing rail or new rapid 

transit options, the report concluded that the following possible locations 

should be considered: 

 Harrogate Line - with a new rail station at Horsforth Woodside; 

 York & Selby Line – a parkway rail station east of Leeds; 

 Airedale/Wharfedale Lines (Skipton/Ilkley) – with new stations at Kirkstall 

Forge and Apperley Bridge; 

 Calderdale Line (Bradford) – an expanded car park at New Pudsey; 

 Rapid Transit based P&R – Otley A660 corridor at outer ring road, Five 

Towns/Wakefield M621 corridor at Junction 7; 

 Bus based – explore options for Harrogate A61 and Wetherby A58 

corridors; and 

 Other opportunities to be investigated under Metro’s Rail Growth 

Package. 

3.11. The report also set out the conditions under which a rapid transit intervention 

would be appropriate.  These are as follows: 

 On the busiest and most crowded bus corridors with a high proportion of 

standing passengers; 

 On the most congested highway corridors, experiencing significant peak 

delay; 

 Where there is scope to achieve a significant reduction in public transport 

journey times; and 

 Where there is potential for a significant improvement in journey time 

reliability. 
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3.12. The existing conditions on the A660 Otley Road and A61/M621 demonstrate 

that each of those corridors both meet the above criteria and also 

demonstrate a need for a significant transport intervention: 

 The A660 is one of the most highly congested radial routes into the city 

experiencing significant peak delays with both inbound and outbound 

highway and public transport movements experiencing journey times to 

and from the city centre that are double those in non-congested 

conditions. In addition congestion makes bus journey times on this 

corridor amongst the most unreliable in Leeds, and in combination with 

high levels of passenger demand contributes to crowding on buses [See 

the NGT Punctuality Report C-1-11, Figure 2.1, pg 6]. 

 The A61/M621 corridor has high traffic flows and experiences significant 

peak hour congestion. The south of the city is characterised by relatively 

high levels of deprivation, unemployment and low car availability. The 

south of the city is also a focus for efforts to promote redevelopment and 

regeneration.  

 On the A660 in particular, there is no practical scope to increase road 

capacity to either mitigate some of the congestion or to provide for traffic 

growth. Neither is there policy support generally for an increase in radial 

road capacity in Leeds. 

 In both the A660 and the A61/M621 corridors, there is opportunity to 

reduce public transport journey times and improve journey time reliability 

by providing public transport priority and segregation for a number of high 

capacity vehicles. This would make Park & Ride an attractive alternative 

on these corridors.  

3.13. In 2014, a review was undertaken [C-1-15] of the evidence that underpinned 

the work reported in the 2009 report.  This review concluded that there has 

not been a material change in socio-economic or transport circumstances 

that warrants the findings of the earlier work being revised.  From this 

analysis, I am satisfied that the findings of the 2009 report remain valid with 
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the same breadth of problems and drivers for change remaining current 

today. 

3.14. The NGT scheme has been developed to meet the scheme objectives in 

particular, for the A660 Otley Road and A61/M621 corridors the scheme will 

do this by: 

 Increasing public transport capacity on these two corridors resulting in a 

net increase in the person capacity into Leeds city centre at peak times 

and throughout the day; 

 Offering public transport journey times significantly better than bus 

alternatives in these corridors;  

 Offering a public transport journey in these corridors markedly more 

punctual than the bus alternative; and 

 Offering a better quality public transport journey - both at stops and on 

vehicles - than currently available in Leeds and comparable with exemplar 

rapid transit systems elsewhere in Europe.  

3.15. Together, these factors will make public transport in the A660 Otley Road 

and A61/M621 corridors an attractive alternative to travel by car, either for 

journeys wholly within the corridors or using the two proposed park & ride 

sites, as well as delivering net economic benefits to public transport users.  

In turn these will support the future environmental and economic 

sustainability of Leeds and contribute to the city meeting its full potential. 

3.16. The evidence that The Promoters present to this inquiry demonstrates that 

an electrically powered trolleybus is the only credible and deliverable 

transport solution that meets the need, overcomes the constraints, and 

creates the opportunities for improved passenger movement efficiency. 

Why Trolleybus is the appropriate technology 

3.17. The mode choice for the City’s rapid transit scheme is a single-articulated 

trolleybus system. From the inception of the NGT project, my team has 
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continued to consider alternatives alongside development of the trolleybus 

option, and have revisited these options to ensure that developments in 

technology are not overlooked beyond the point at which decisions have 

been made. 

3.18. The trolleybus vehicles will have a high level of priority over other traffic, 

provided by sections segregated from other traffic, sections of dedicated 

NGT lane and lanes shared with bus services within the existing highway 

and priority at existing and upgraded traffic signal junctions. The detail of this 

priority is covered separately in the evidence provided by Mr Smith [APP-3-

2] and Mr Robertson [APP-6-2]. 

3.19. As set out in Core Document C-1012, the provision of NGT’s permanent, 

visible, physical infrastructure (such as overhead line equipment, segregated 

sections (both on and off highway) and high quality stops and shelters), will 

communicate a level of permanence which will demonstrate to potential new 

residents, businesses and developers a commitment to improving transport 

in the areas along the route, and that the commitment is permanent, rather 

than transitory. This will encourage people to locate in those areas and will 

encourage private sector investment and regeneration.  

3.20. Mr Robertson shows in his evidence [APP-6-2], there is a practical limit to 

the number of vehicles per hour per direction can be offered the highest level 

of priority at traffic signals.  Such priority is essential if the NGT journey times 

are to be significantly better than could be provided by bus. 

3.21. In Mr Farrington’s evidence [APP-1-2], he sets out the future pressures that 

will exist arising from projected population growth and increased 

employment levels.  The above constraint on the number of vehicles that can 

be offered priority, combined with the need to increase capacity to cope with 

projected population and employment growth, means that each NGT vehicle 

has to have a high passenger carrying capacity.  

3.22. With up to 160 people per vehicle, a single-articulated vehicle offers the 

highest passenger carrying capacity of any public service vehicle that it is 

currently legal to operate on the public highway. 
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3.23. The use of electric traction throughout the route enables the journey time 

and capacity to be delivered while minimising carbon emissions, the 

emission of harmful air pollutants such as nitrogen oxides and particulate 

matter, and minimising the noise impacts of the scheme.  The use of electric 

traction throughout enables the NGT system to make the greatest possible 

contribution to our objectives while also being value for money and 

affordable over the life of the scheme. 

3.24. On each occasion my team have reviewed the choice of technology and it 

has been concluded that trolleybus is the only technology currently 

commercially available and that will be available presently that will allow The 

Promoters to secure the outputs required to deliver the scheme objectives. 

Alternative Technologies  

3.25. The comprehensive consideration of alternative technologies to the preferred 

trolleybus option [C-1-16] led to the identification of an initial list of a very 

wide range of technology options.  A process was established which was 

applied to identify public transport technology options which are suitable for 

implementation on the NGT corridors, taking into account physical 

opportunities/constraints as well as potential service/ capacity requirements. 

3.26. In terms of track-based options, the following options were filtered out as 

being unsuitable for the context of the NGT corridors [C-1-1 para 3.9, pg 14]: 

 Railway; 

 Aerial cableway; 

 Magnetic levitation; 

 Monorail; 

 Track-based with side guidance; 

 Personal rapid transit; and 

 Overhead/elevated track-based options. 
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3.27. In terms of externally powered bus-based options, options were considered 

that are based on vehicles which predominantly draw electricity in normal 

operation from infrastructure located along the alignment.  The following 

modes were filtered out as being unsuitable for the context of the NGT 

corridors [C-1-1 para 3.17, pg 15]: 

 Road-based with rail guidance options (for example GLT and Translohr); 

and 

 Road-based with cable guidance. 

3.28. A further group of bus based options were also considered which are based 

on vehicles which are powered from on-board energy storage over the full 

length of operation.  The following sub-modes were rejected on the grounds 

as set out below [C-1-1 para 3.24, pg 16]: 

 Fuel cell hybrid bus (powered by hydrogen) - an immature application of 

this technology (in particular in respect of the hydrogen supply network) 

that remains uneconomic for commercial use, with a vehicle capital cost of 

the order of two and a half times that of a comparable trolleybus for limited 

additional benefit; 

 Gas bus (powered by bio-methane from waste) - this option performed 

best in terms of reducing the 'well to wheel' greenhouse gas emissions of 

the NGT service but was rejected on the grounds of low energy efficiency 

and inability to operate 'adverse emission free' over any part of the NGT 

corridors.  Electricity generation is a more energy efficient use of bio-

methane; and 

 Battery electric bus –These vehicles would require charging at depot and 

are deemed as unsuitable for NGT due to the insufficient range and 

capacity of the current generation of production vehicles and the 

performance and technology risks involved in the use of currently 

unavailable battery powered 18m articulated buses and fast charging 

technology. 
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3.29. From this exercise, five alternative generic technology options were deemed 

to have the potential to meet to some degree the required scheme outputs, 

and were taken forward for more detailed assessment. These were:  

 Light Rail Transit (LRT or tram) – steel wheeled vehicles operating on 

rails, powered by electricity from overhead lines and capable of operating 

both on street and fully segregated from traffic.  Similar in concept to 

systems in Sheffield, Nottingham and Croydon; 

 Ultra-Light Rail Transit (ULRT) – a proposed lower cost light rail 

technology.  The proponents of ULRT suggest that, in comparison with 

LRT, cost savings would result from ULRT requiring a shallower track 

construction for the lighter weight vehicles.  Vehicles would have on-board 

energy storage rather than being powered from overhead lines; 

 Trolleybus – comprising rubber-tyred vehicles with motors powered by 

electricity from overhead lines.  As opposed to trams, trolleybus does not 

run on tracks, and is capable of operating off-wire for limited periods.  The 

distance for which the vehicles can run off-wire is a trade-off against 

battery size, specification and overall system efficiency; 

 Catenary-free electric bus – a relatively recent development taking 

advantage of improvements in on-board energy storage systems.  The 

concept is based on vehicles equipped with batteries, fast charged during 

operation, for example at termini or stops, and super-capacitors, which 

can be flash charged (e.g. for 20 seconds) at stops, which together allow 

reasonable lengths of operation without overhead lines; and 

 Bus – a comparable bus option with the same high level of segregation 

and priority at junctions as the above options. A separate study [C-1-16] 

considered the most appropriate bus vehicle technology option in terms of 

improving energy efficiency and reducing emissions at point of use.  Bus-

based systems have been proven across the UK and the world; however 

hybrid and electric alternatives to diesel propelled vehicles are a relatively 

recent development.  
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3.30. Based on the scheme objectives, which have been defined in terms of 

outcomes, a broad specification of the outputs required from public transport 

intervention on the northern and southern NGT corridors was developed.  

This specification was used to ensure that outputs from all technology 

options considered were consistent and comparable, for example specified 

to deliver a similar increase in passenger capacity per hour through an 

appropriate combination of vehicle capacity and frequency [C-1-1 para 4.2, 

pg 19]. 

 enhance the PT service offer with improved: peak and inter-peak travel 

times; consistency of frequency (punctuality); reliability; journey quality; 

and perceived passenger value for money without materially worsening 

the level of congestion affecting on other vehicles on the highway; 

 increase passenger capacity along the corridors where worthwhile with 

punctual, more comfortable public transport journeys; 

 improve public transport links between communities from Holt Park to 

Belle Isle with jobs and services, and to the city centre; 

 support an increase in the energy efficiency of vehicles and reduction in 

adverse emissions at point of use; 

 improve facilities for pedestrians and cyclists along the corridor improving 

safety, reducing barriers to movement and supporting the promotion of 

active modes; and 

 provide sufficient capacity and attractive public transport journeys (journey 

times, punctuality, journey quality) to make Park & Ride facilities at 

Stourton and Bodington attractive to car users. 

3.31. A further assessment was then undertaken against the scheme objectives 

for each of the five mode options [C-1-1 Chapter 5, pgs 27-37]. Following 

this, a final review of the modes was undertaken against ‘affordability’ and 

‘deliverability’ constraints [C-1-1 Chapter 6, pgs 39-47].  
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3.32. In terms of the Affordability constraint, a requirement was set that the 

Promoters must be able to fund the scheme capital costs from its own or 

third party sources. 

3.33. On Deliverability grounds, the proven level of public and political support for 

alternatives also influences the level of delivery risk.  A further factor taken 

into consideration was that the DfT funding is time constrained and therefore 

any differences in the delivery programme and risks associated with delivery 

to that programme must be taken into account. 

3.34. In terms of the ULRT and Catenary Free Electric Bus options, the following 

conclusions were drawn around these two key requirements. 

3.35. In terms of Affordability, assuming that proponent’s assertions of the cost of 

ULRT technology can be validated, a ULRT option which meets the required 

system specification would be affordable.  Turning to the catenary-free 

option, the costs are expected to be broadly comparable to standard 

trolleybus, with early indications being that the additional cost of vehicles and 

charging infrastructure would exceed the savings from removing the need for 

overhead line equipment.  There is, however, no established funding route 

for this option. 

3.36. In terms of the constraint around Deliverability, the ULRT and catenary-free 

electric bus options, are both unproven at this scale of investment. 

3.37. In terms of the Catenary Free bus, no such vehicle is currently available and 

there is currently no prospect of such a vehicle coming to market within the 

project delivery timescales. 

3.38. Either of these options therefore represent an unacceptable level of risk 

including that funding is lost or for other reasons delivery of the project 

becomes unaffordable because of delay and inflation and/or is never 

completed. This is obviously not acceptable to the Promoters and/or funders; 

therefore neither option can be considered to be a reasonable alternative to 

delivering the required outcomes in this environment and were therefore not 

considered any further.  
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3.39. The overall findings of the Alternative Technology Review assessment can 

be summarised as: 

 Light Rail Transit – while a LRT-based scheme would contribute to 

meeting the scheme objectives, the cost would exceed the funding that is 

available for NGT and is considered could possibly be made available 

from other sources. LRT is not an affordable option; 

 Ultra-Light Rail Transit – the proponents of ULRT contend that such 

systems can deliver comparable outputs to conventional LRT and, due to 

its lighter weight construction and on-board power source, do so at lower 

cost. There is no proven ULRT system at the scale of NGT. This option 

cannot meet the scheme objectives on deliverability grounds; 

 Trolleybus – performed joint best against the objectives for the scheme 

and has been demonstrated to meet the affordability constraint and best 

meet the deliverability constraints; 

 Catenary-free electric bus –Should a single-articulated catenary-free 

electric bus be commercially available it would have the potential to meet 

required NGT outputs.  However, no such vehicle is currently available 

and there is currently no prospect of such a vehicle coming to market in 

the foreseeable future. The implementation risk of this alternative 

therefore cannot be accepted by The Promoters; and 

 Bus – buses with hybrid engines are becoming commonplace, although 

their introduction to commercial operation is currently only viable through 

grant support. 

 'Plug-in' diesel-electric hybrid bus [C-1-1, paras 3.21-3.22] with top-up 

fast charging stations installed at each route terminus has the capability 

to operate on electric power for distances of up to 7 km, enabling 

operation without any adverse on-street emissions in sensitive areas. 

Leading manufacturers either currently have or are anticipated soon to 

have single-articulated hybrid vehicles as part of their product range.  

While such vehicles would have similar capacity to NGT, their reliance 
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on diesel traction for the majority of their operation means they cannot 

deliver the required quality uplift.  Also, as they would operate under 

diesel power for much of the NGT route there would be consequent 

CO2, air quality and noise impacts. 

 Double-deck hybrid vehicles are in operation within Leeds. Such 

vehicles have a passenger carrying capacity somewhat less than a 

single-articulated vehicle and therefore are not suitable for NGT. 

3.40. Arising from this review, the trolleybus was re-confirmed as the Preferred 

Option and two mode options were taken forward as alternatives to the 

trolleybus option and were included within the updated business case for the 

trolleybus scheme, including economic appraisal and consideration of the 

options’ performance against DfT’s business, environmental and social 

objectives.  These are as follows, and are covered in more detail in Mr 

Chadwick’s evidence [APP-7-2]: 

 Next Best Alternative – A comparable bus option, based on a plug-in 

hybrid vehicle, performed reasonably against the scheme objectives but 

not as strongly as the trolleybus option. Although it was demonstrated to 

meet the delivery constraints its reliance on the Promoters being able to 

achieve an adequate Voluntary Partnership Agreement with bus operators 

on the corridors or on a Quality Contract Scheme, both of which have 

material uncertainty, means that there is significantly more delivery risk 

than there is for trolleybus.  

 Low Cost Alternative – The low cost bus option, based on a standard 

hybrid vehicle, would make a more limited contribution against the 

objectives for the scheme but there is the potential for this to be 

proportionate to the cost of the scheme. It was recommended that this 

option is included and quantitatively appraised within the updated scheme 

business case as the Low Cost Alternative.  
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Conclusions 

3.41. In terms of the need for the scheme, including the choice of mode, I 

conclude that: 

 Committed and planned future enhancements to the City’s bus and rail 

networks, along with enhancements to cycling and pedestrian provision 

will help support economic growth, but will not allow Leeds to grow to 

meet its full economic potential; 

 The analysis has demonstrated that the A660 Otley Road and A61/M621 

corridors have the demand characteristics necessary, and fulfil the 

criteria, to support a rapid transit scheme (which includes park and ride as 

an integral element) as well as present the opportunity to implement one.  

Such a scheme needs high capacity vehicles and an appropriate level of 

associated infrastructure to provide the step change in public transport 

journey times, capacity and quality that the city needs; and 

 The level of permanence that is offered by the NGT system will 

demonstrate to potential new residents, businesses and developers a 

commitment to improving transport in the areas along the route, and that 

the commitment is permanent, rather than transitory. This will encourage 

people to locate in those areas and will encourage private sector 

investment and regeneration. 

 An all-electric vehicle will meet the scheme objectives and minimise 

transport’s environmental impacts and support a sustainable city-wide 

transport system. Trolley vehicle technology is the only proven and 

affordable system that can provide the performance and capacity that 

Leeds’s rapid transit system requires – and that can be delivered within 

the current approval framework. 
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4. Fit with Policy 

Introduction 

4.1. In this Chapter of my evidence I set out the relevant current national and 

local transport policies that have been considered when developing the NGT 

project and demonstrate that there is a strong fit between the NGT project 

and policy.  

4.2. Since Metro and Leeds City Council started the development of the NGT 

scheme there have been a number of changes to the policy framework. 

4.3. There have been policy changes at a national level.  In 2011, the 

Department for Transport published a Local Transport White Paper [E-4-27]. 

In 2013, it published “Door to Door: A Strategy for Improving Sustainable 

Transport Integration” [E-4-28]. The National Planning Policy Framework [E-

4-21 at paragraph 17] sets out 12 core principles that should underpin plan-

making and decision taking in the planning system. The NPPF is considered 

by Steve Speak in his evidence [APP-8-2]. 

4.4. At a local level, in April 2012 West Yorkshire Integrated Transport Authority 

adopted a new Local Transport Plan for West Yorkshire [D-6-11] and Leeds 

City Council has produced a draft of its Local Development Framework [D-1-

1] as well as supporting polices and strategies. Once adopted the LDF will 

supersede to Unitary Development Plan (UDP) and become the statutory 

development plan for Leeds. 

4.5. Throughout the development of the NGT scheme careful consideration has 

been given to the prevailing policy framework to ensure that NGT supports 

the realisation of relevant policies.  To support the January 2014 Business 

Case Review, a thorough review of the fit with policy was undertaken [C-1-

15] and this showed that NGT supports the attainment of national and local 

policies and the NGT Scheme Objectives are consistent with the 

contemporary policy framework. 
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National Policy 

4.6. National transport policies support the national strategic objective of 

sustainable economic growth through the delivery of new transport 

infrastructure and improved transport efficiency at the local scale. A common 

theme covered in national policy which is reflected in the specification of the 

NGT project is to promote transport the lowest possible carbon emissions.  

4.7. As already noted, there are two national transport policies which are 

particularly relevant when considering the scheme proposals: the DfT’s Local 

Transport White Paper (2011) and it’s Door to Door: A Strategy for Improving 

Sustainable Transport Integration (2013).   

4.8. The White Paper (2011) supports the direction of the regional and local 

efforts to provide transport for local people.  It notes that the Government 

have taken steps to decentralise spending powers to allow local authorities 

to decide what is best in their areas and the simpler mechanisms to allow 

local powers to fund local transport improvements.  

4.9. Door to Door (2013) is a strategy which looks to address the entirety of door-

to-door journeys to help reduce the complexities of travel, encourage the use 

of public transport and healthier modes and to reduce carbon.  It brings 

together a number of actions and policies to show how the transport sector is 

delivering modal shift.  It provides the direction for local policy to focus on the 

role of public transport in the local context. 

4.10. As is set out in Core Document C-1-15, Table 2.1, 2.49-2.60, pgs 17-19, and 

summarised in para 6.2 there is a good fit between the outcomes that the 

NGT scheme will deliver and these two national transport strategy 

documents. 

4.11. Relevant principles for NGT in paragraph 12 of the National Planning Policy 

Framework are: 

 “proactively drive and support sustainable economic development to 

deliver the …infrastructure… that the country needs.” 
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 “support the transition to allow carbon future in a changing climate” and‘ 

actively manage patterns of growth to make the fullest possible use of 

public transport, walking and cycling”. 

4.12. In addition NPPF outlines the importance of sustainable transport modes in 

terms of development and also contributing to wider sustainability and health 

objectives.  It states that there needs to be a balance in favour of sustainable 

transport to enable improved choice for users, with encouragement given to 

solutions which support reductions in greenhouse emissions and congestion. 

4.13. As is shown in the Business Case Review [C-1], NGT makes a distinct and 

positive contribution to meeting these principles. 

Local Policy 

4.14. It is a statutory requirement that each Local Transport Authority (LTA) has a 

Local Transport Plan (LTP). West Yorkshire Integrated Transport Authority 

(WYITA) is the LTA for West Yorkshire. LTP3 [D-6-11] was adopted in April 

2011.  

4.15. It is a requirement that each LTP has a longer term strategy and shorter term 

delivery plan. LTP3 has a 15 year strategy for West Yorkshire’s transport 

networks to 2026. The plan is supported by a three year Implementation 

Plan for transport in West Yorkshire, which runs from 2014/15 through to 

2016/17. 

4.16. The overall vision of the LTP3 [D-6-11, pg 7 ] is: 

“Working together to ensure that West Yorkshire’s transport system connects 

people and places in ways that support the economy, the environment and 

quality of life.” 

4.17. The LTP3 objectives [D-6-11, para 2.2, pg 27] are as follows: 

 Economy: To improve connectivity to support economic activity and 

growth in West Yorkshire and the Leeds City Region; 
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 Low Carbon: To make substantial progress towards a low carbon, 

sustainable transport system for West Yorkshire, while recognising 

transport's contribution to national carbon reduction plans; and 

 Quality of Life: To enhance the quality of life of people living in, working in 

and visiting West Yorkshire. 

4.18. LTP3 has a strong focus on improving connectivity to support economic 

growth.  It recognises that although there have been improvements in public 

transport in recent years, it is still not reaching its full potential. 

4.19. In LTP3 NGT is identified [D-6-11 para 1.3, pg 19] as a low carbon rapid 

transit system for the City Region. It states that the development of NGT is a 

priority activity over the three year period from April 2014. 

4.20. NGT is an integral part of LTP3’s Implementation Plan [D-6-11 para 4.3, pg 

53] and supports the realisation of the strategy’s vision and objectives. 

4.21. The Unitary Development Plan (UDP) [D-2] is the current land-use plan for 

Leeds.  The UDP forms a framework for all new developments and is used 

as a basis for decision making for land use and planning applications.  The 

UDP specifically supports the implementation of a rapid transit system in 

Leeds.  However, as the development of the NGT project post-dates the 

adoption of the UDP there is no specific reference to NGT in the UDP.  The 

UDP does make specific reference to the previous Supertram proposal that 

would have served the A660 Otley Road and the A61/M621 corridors.  

Relevant UDP policies and an assessment of how the NGT proposals 

contribute to these is included within the Planning Statement [A-1-6]. 

4.22. Integral to the UDP is the Proposals Map.  This map [D-2, pg 47] shows the 

policies contained within the UDP in a spatial context.  In terms of NGT, the 

proposed Supertram line (Policy T12) is shown on the plans, together with 

the location of proposed stops and park and ride sites.  The Proposals Map 

includes a city centre ‘loop’ and east line which do not form part of the 

current application. 
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4.23. Once adopted the Local Development Framework will replace the Unitary 

Development Plan. Rather than a single plan, the LDF takes the form of a 

portfolio of documents. 

4.24. The Publication Draft Core Strategy [D-1-1] sets out strategic level policies 

and vision to guide the delivery of development investment decisions and the 

overall future of the district.  On 26th April 2013 Leeds City Council 

submitted the Publication Draft Core Strategy to the Secretary of State for 

examination and an Inspector has been appointed.  The formal examination 

period began in October 2013 with a report and recommendations expected 

from the Inspector in 2014.  Depending on the form of the recommendations 

from the Inspector the document is then anticipated to be adopted. 

4.25. As the Council has submitted the Publication Draft Core Strategy for 

independent examination some weight can now be attached to the document 

and its contents, recognising that the weight to be attached may be limited 

by outstanding representations which have been made which will be 

considered at the examination.  The Core Strategy does therefore support 

the NGT scheme, and this is covered in more detail Mr Speak’s evidence 

[APP-8-2, Chapter 4]. 

4.26. NGT will contribute to the delivery of LCC’s Local Development Framework 

Core Strategy and in particular the NGT system will help Leeds city centre 

grow and support the policy imperative of bringing derelict and underutilised 

land back into productive use.  The use of the NGT corridors for a rapid 

transit system, including the park and ride locations, has formed part of 

adopted Leeds land use and transport policy for many years. 

Conclusions 

4.27. I have set out the relevant current national and local transport policies that 

have been considered when developing the NGT project and have 

demonstrated that there is a strong fit between the NGT project and policy. 
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5. Scheme Development 

History of the Scheme 

5.1. I have been involved in the development of the NGT proposals from the 

outset, that is, following the cancellation of the proposed light rail system 

(Leeds Supertram) in November 2005 by the Secretary of State for 

Transport on the grounds of affordability and associated value for money.  At 

that time, the Parliamentary under Secretary of State steered Leeds towards 

developing a “top of the range bus system, designed and delivered in a way 

similar to a tram network” which could act as a “show case bus system that 

could lead the way for other cities” [C-6-1, page 2-3]. 

5.2. The challenge that was set by the under Secretary of State for Transport did 

not just relate to developing a project that met the above objective, but also 

one for which also represented Value for Money from the DfT perspective, 

and which had a clear funding path.  A twin-track approach was therefore 

adopted, which required a series of iterations involving developing a project 

that met the key objectives, and which could be delivered within initially 

unclear funding parameters. 

5.3. Whilst the under Secretary of State asserted that “the funding will be there 

for the right proposals” [C-6-1 pg 3], it was evident that there was no clear 

and readily available source of funding available that could be utilised at that 

point in time.  In his letter the Secretary of State also stated that “we are 

prepared to work with WYPTE to give them the powers they need to make 

sure they get a system that works properly as part of an overall transport 

policy” [C-6-1 pg 3] 

5.4. By early 2006, the pre-existing Major Schemes bidding process had come to 

a close.  The DfT had previously held a central pot of funding that any Local 

Authority/PTE was able to bid for funding from for projects in excess of £5m.  

This process was replaced by the emerging Regional Funding Allocation, 

which involved the devolution of a profile of expenditure (£1,242m over 13 

years) to a Regional Transport Board, whose role it was to assess and 
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prioritise proposals that were put forward by the constituent Local 

Authorities. 

5.5. A significant level of dialogue took place between Metro/Leeds City Council, 

the Regional Transport Board and DfT through the period 2006-2009 around 

the issue of funding availability in light of the Ministerial statement that had 

been made. 

5.6. The intent to develop proposals for a high quality bus-based rapid transit 

system crystallised in Spring 2007, through the submission to DfT of an 

Initial Business Case [C-5-1].  This was not a statutory stage in the process, 

but one which was agreed would act as a firm basis for developing proposals 

further, from the point at which significant expenditure would start to be 

incurred. 

5.7. Consistent with the national and local policy framework seven objectives 

were established, and these have underpinned its development [C-4-10, 

para 2.1, pg 3]:  

 Maximise growth of the Leeds economy by enhancing its competitive 

position and facilitating future employment and population growth; 

 Support and facilitate the sustainable growth of Leeds, recognising the 

importance of its city centre to the future economy of the Leeds City 

Region; 

 Support and facilitate targeted regeneration initiatives and economic 

growth in the more deprived areas of Leeds; 

 Improve the efficiency of the City’s public transport and road networks; 

 Reduce transport’s emissions of CO2 and other greenhouse gases; 

 Promote quality of life through a safe and healthy built and natural 

environment; and 
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 Contribute to enhanced quality of life by improving access for all to jobs 

and services. 

5.8. The significant improvements in the quality, speed and capacity of public 

transport in Leeds that a rapid transit system would offer would make a 

major contribution to the attainment of these objectives [C-1, Table 7.2, pg 7-

6].  At the time of the Initial Business Case submission, a number of bus-

based mode options were put forward for consideration. 

5.9. In line with feedback on the Initial Business Case from DfT, a review of 

existing public and highway transport provision on all radial corridors in the 

city was undertaken.  The review also considered opportunities to enhance 

public transport provision in each corridor.  The findings of this review were 

published in 2009 [C-4-2]. 

5.10. The findings from this review, which formed the basis of the 2009 Major 

Scheme Business Case proposals (which was granted subsequent March 

2010 Programme Entry approval) led to the conclusion [C-4-2, pg 22] that a 

rapid transit solution would be an appropriate intervention in three corridors 

in Leeds: the A660 corridor to the north west of the city (referred to as the 

‘north line’); the A61/M621 corridors to the south (the ‘south line’) and the 

A64 corridor to the east (the ‘east line’).  

5.11. As I have previously set out in Chapter 3 of my evidence, it should be noted 

that the data that underpinned the 2009 work has recently been reviewed in 

the light of changes that have taken place in Leeds since the earlier work 

was concluded.  This 2014 review concluded that the findings in the 2009 

work that the north, south and east corridors are both appropriate and 

suitable for rapid transit remain valid [C-1-15, para 5.31, pg 71].  

5.12. This document sets out that a rapid transit system needs to deliver four 

outputs if it is to contribute to the attainment of their objectives. These are: 

 Greater public transport capacity;  

 Reduced public transport journey times; 
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 Improved public transport punctuality; and 

 Improved quality of public transport on vehicles and at stops. 

5.13. The most effective way to deliver reduced public transport journey times and 

improved public transport punctuality within a constrained corridor is through 

segregation of public transport vehicles and other road traffic.  The north and 

south Leeds corridors offer significant and worthwhile opportunities for 

segregated alignments.  

5.14. However, it is not possible within reasonable cost and with acceptable 

impacts to segregate the route fully. There are a number of critical traffic 

signal controlled road intersections where physical segregation of public 

transport cannot be provided.  At these locations the only way to secure 

reduced journey times and improved punctuality is by providing priority using 

traffic control systems. 

5.15. If adverse impacts on road traffic are to be avoided, a consequence of this 

approach is that there is a practical limit to the number of public transport 

vehicles that can be offered priority at these junctions.  The above issues are 

covered by Mr Smith [APP-3-2] and Mr Robertson [APP-6-2] in their 

evidence.  For the required route capacity to be provided, this means that 

each public transport vehicle must have a high passenger carrying capacity.  

This capacity needs to be in excess of the capacity offered by buses that 

currently operate on the two corridors that are subject of the TWA Order 

application. 

5.16. Trolleybus has been identified as the preferred technology that will deliver 

the required capacity, journey time, punctuality and quality outputs for the 

system. Periodically the technology (mode) choice [B-11] has been reviewed 

and on each occasion this conclusion has been reaffirmed.  The most recent 

review of technology options was concluded in January 2014 [C-1-1]. 

Business Case 

5.17. An Initial Business Case based on a core network of routes on each of the 

north, south and east lines - along with several route sub-options was 
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submitted to the DfT in March 2007 [C-5-1].  This was followed by Major 

Scheme Business Case (MSBC) [C-4], which was submitted to the DfT in 

October 2009. This Business Case put forward trolleybus as the preferred 

technology option for the system. 

5.18. In addition to being subject to extensive strategic and technical scrutiny, it 

was critical to the DfT that the above submitted Business Case was 

supported by the Yorkshire and Humber (Y&H) Regional Transport Board 

(RTB).  Throughout the period 2007-2009 the NGT proposals were 

prioritised by the RTB.  £150m funding was allocated to NGT in June 2007, 

with a further £98.8m allocated in January 2009.  This meant that a 

maximum sum of £248.8m was theoretically available to support the 

submitted Business Case. 

5.19. By way of further context, the £248.8m that was allocated by the RTB 

represented 20% of the total Y&H allocation for all major transport schemes 

over the 13 year allocation period, and approximately 50% of the available 

funding during the period for which it was required.  The securing of this 

funding was a significant achievement against this backdrop, and was a 

result of a detailed regional scrutiny process that all submitted schemes 

were subject to. 

5.20. Programme Entry Approval [C-6-8] was granted by the DfT in March 2010. 

This approval was for the north and south lines, plus an extension of the 

north line to serve the community of Holt Park.  It was this juncture that the 

east line was removed from the first phase scheme. 

5.21. The scheme as approved in March 2010 was at a total cost of £254.242m 

with £235.247m of this funding coming from the DfT.  This, broadly 90:10 

funding split, whereby a 10% contribution was required from ‘local’ sources  

was in line with other Major Project funding allocations at this point in time 

(the exception being light rail schemes, which required a 25% local funding 

contribution). 

5.22. In June 2010, following the election of the Coalition Government the 

Programme Entry Approval for NGT (along with all other schemes in the 
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DfT’s major scheme programme) was suspended while a Government-wide 

spending review was undertaken.  

5.23. As part of this process, the view on local funding contribution changed, with 

an emphasis for promoters to ‘push’ their local contribution as high as was 

possible in order to ‘compete’ with other schemes.  It was made clear 

through discussion with DfT and Transport Ministers that a figure of around 

30% local contribution was required. 

5.24. Following an assessment process involving the submission of a Best and 

Final Funding Bid [C-3] for the scheme to the DfT and an updated Business 

Case [C-2], Programme Entry for the NGT scheme was re-approved in July 

2012 [C-6-15].  This renewed approval was for a maximum DfT funding 

contribution of £173.5 million towards the overall scheme cost of £250.6 

million.  Following this the project was remobilised and development work 

resumed. 

5.25. Since Programme Entry Approval was re-instated in July 2012 the project 

team has undertaken further consultation [A-01-3] and developed the 

scheme proposals in more detail.  This culminated in the submission of the 

TWA Order, to the Secretary of State on the 19th September 2013. 

Design Evolution 

5.26. A number of key changes were made to the scheme during this period, the 

most significant of which was the alteration to the alignment in South Leeds, 

which was required as a consequence of the publication of the High Speed 2 

proposals in January 2012.  This change was discussed with DfT, and was 

granted Ministerial approval in August 2013 [C-6-14, pg 1]. 

5.27. As the project has developed, there have been a number of locations where 

options have been developed in order to arrive at an optimal solution that 

best meet the overall scheme objectives, whilst reflecting specific local 

issues and impacts.  The Design Rationale Report [B-11] sets out the 

overarching strategic context for the key decision making which resulted in 
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the mode, route and infrastructure selection at key locations, which includes 

the following: 

Location of key supporting infrastructure 

 Depot Location; 

 Park & Ride Locations; and 

 Bodington Sports Pitches; 

Service routeing options 

 Serving Holt Park; and 

 Serving Belle Isle 

Localised design options 

 Holt Park; 

 Lawnswood Roundabout: Centre running v ‘gutter’ running; 

 Headingley Bypass: alternative options to the NGT-only route behind the 

Arndale Centre; 

 Headingley Lane: widening of highway to accommodate transport users; 

 Woodhouse Moor section; 

 University section; 

 City Centre options; and 

 Whitfield Way routeing: As compared to Hunslet Road options. 

5.28. Other more local changes have been presented at engagement events and 

in published plans, and are covered in the following section.  Further minor 

changes to enhance the scheme may be expected as the scheme design 

develops further. 
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Conclusions 

5.29. In respect of the development of the NGT scheme, I have demonstrated in in 

this Chapter that the project has been developed over time against a set of 

clear objectives.  The evolution of the project has followed a logical and 

robust process, in full recognition of a range of factors including a changing 

policy and funding landscape, and that strategic decisions have been made 

in a number of key areas.  Further to this, I have set out that the NGT project 

has a strong business case and Mr Chadwick’s evidence demonstrates that 

the four outputs identified in paragraph 5.12 will be achieved. 
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6. Consultation and Engagement  

Overview 

6.1. A significant amount of consultation and engagement has taken place 

throughout the development of the NGT project and this has been extremely 

valuable in helping to shape the proposals.  In the Statement of Consultation 

[A-01-3, Annex 5, pg 78] a list of issues is set out that have been raised 

through the on-going process, which includes details of how my team has 

responded in terms of changes to design, or a revised approach to a specific 

issue. 

6.2. The consultation and engagement has taken many forms and has included 

periods of formal public consultation in addition to informal engagement 

activities with stakeholders which have taken place on a day to day basis 

and continue to do so.  

6.3. The consultation process has been lengthy and complex as a result of the 

long history of proposals for a rapid transit scheme along the corridors on 

which NGT is proposed to run.  

6.4. I am satisfied that The Promoters have taken their responsibility to consult 

with the public extremely seriously and have invested significant staff 

resource in consultation and engagement.  An extensive programme of 

public consultation events has been held throughout the life of the project. 

This has involved a number of activities including open public exhibitions 

public ‘drop-in’ sessions, meetings, presentations, questionnaires, postal 

distribution of leaflets, e-newsletters and dissemination of information via a 

comprehensive project website. 

6.5. The first period of formal public consultation took place in late 2008/early 

2009.  The purpose of this was to raise awareness of the emerging 

proposals and to seek feedback on what attributes people would like to see 

in a new public transport system.  
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6.6. This first consultation exercise involved holding a series of public exhibitions 

over four days in Leeds city centre. Leaflets and questionnaires were also 

widely distributed and made available on the project website.  Over 1,800 

responses were received to the questionnaire and 95% of respondents 

indicated that they felt public transport in Leeds could be improved [A-01-3, 

Annex 4, pg 61]. 

6.7. As part of the development of the business case for NGT a further period of 

formal public consultation was held in Summer 2009.  The purpose of this 

was to inform the development of the business case and feedback was 

sought on the proposed routes and mode for NGT [A-01-03, paras 2.20-

2.34]. 

6.8. As part of this phase of public consultation a series of public exhibitions were 

held at six locations along the route.  A leaflet and questionnaire were also 

distributed widely and were made available on the NGT website.  Over 2,500 

people responded to the questionnaire and 77% of respondents indicated 

that they were in support of the proposals with 76% supporting the use of 

trolleybus [A-01-03, Annex 6, pg 85]. 

6.9. Additional targeted public consultation was also undertaken in May 2010 

following the Programme Entry decision to include the proposed extension to 

Holt Park in the core scheme. This consultation included a three day public 

exhibition at Holt Park.  In total 140 consultation questionnaires were 

completed and 65% of respondents were in support of the scheme [A-01-03, 

Annex 7, pg 115].  

6.10. When the NGT scheme was put on hold in June 2010, the vast majority of 

development work was paused including consultation and communications 

activities. On reinstatement of Programme Entry Approval in July 2012 a 

programme of consultation and stakeholder engagement was developed to 

raise awareness that the scheme had been restarted and to gain feedback 

on the proposals. 

6.11. Following the reinstatement of Programme Entry Approval my team were 

faced with the need to re-assess and refresh the detailed plans for the 
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project in preparation for a TWAO submission. In order to ensure the most 

appropriate use of time and resources, the consultation was focussed on 

revisiting the plans with those communities located along the routes.  This 

involved distributing an update leaflet to properties within 600 metres of the 

route and holding a series of 12 public drop-in sessions for people to view 

the plans and provide their feedback.   

6.12. Given time and budget pressures following the prolonged pause in 

development activity it was not considered appropriate at this time to hold a 

larger scale series of public exhibitions around the city (as had been held in 

2008-9) given the cost and lead-in times for setting such events up.  

6.13. Following the remobilisation of the project it was decided not to undertake a 

repeat of the detailed questionnaire that had previously been used in NGT 

consultation events.  This was partly due to the limited time and resource 

available, but also in recognition that the scheme business case had already 

been approved following detailed public consultation. 

6.14. While it was appreciated that this consultation exercise had been undertaken 

some time ago, the prolonged pause in scheme development activity meant 

that nothing had substantially changed in terms of the scope of the scheme.  

In addition the award of Programme Entry Approval led to a shift in emphasis 

in terms of the consultation.  My team were no longer consulting on the 

principles of the scheme, but following approval that the scheme should 

proceed, were now seeking more specific feedback on the detail of how the 

scheme should be delivered.  It was therefore anticipated that the nature of 

feedback received would be of a more detailed and critical nature. 

6.15. The approach of local drop-in sessions was considered the most effective 

way of obtaining the views from those communities through which the 

trolleybus is proposed to run in the timescales available.  The drop-in 

sessions were well attended with over 700 people attending the events. 

6.16. At the public drop-in sessions which took place in late 2012 to early 2013 the 

Design Freeze 6 plans were presented and people were invited to provide 

their feedback on these.  The plans were then updated taking into account 
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the feedback where appropriate, which culminated in the issue of the Design 

Freeze 7 plans.  

6.17. To complement the issue of the Design Freeze 7 plans a further series of 

public drop-in sessions were held in Summer 2013 to provide people with an 

opportunity to view the updated plans ahead of the TWAO submission.  

Approximately 289 people attended this series of drop-in sessions.  Again 

people were provided with the opportunity to submit their feedback on these 

plans.  

6.18. A comprehensive account of the various consultation and stakeholder 

engagement activities that have been undertaken is provided in the Core 

Document [A-01-3] Statement of Consultation. 

6.19. In addition to public consultation a significant amount of stakeholder 

consultation has also taken place with a variety of different organisations 

including politicians, the business community, landowners, residents groups, 

interest groups, equality groups, environmental bodies, statutory undertakers 

and transport interests. As Promoters, my team has also complied with their 

responsibility to engage with statutory consultees throughout all stages of 

the TWAO process. 

6.20. The NGT scheme has been considerably shaped by the feedback that has 

been received through the consultation and engagement process.  I am 

confident that this will ultimately result in a product that more closely reflects 

the aspirations of passengers, residents, businesses and other stakeholders.  

A number of changes have been made to the NGT Project design as a result 

of feedback received and these are summarised in the Core Document, 

Statement of Consultation [A-1-3, Annex 5, pg 78] which forms part of the 

Transport and Works Act Order application submitted in September 2013. 

6.21. While a significant amount of consultation has been undertaken to date, it is 

recognised that there will continue to be a need for meaningful stakeholder 

and public consultation as the scheme progresses.  The stakeholder 

relationships that have been developed to date will be vital in identifying 

issues to be addressed and ultimately adding value to the scheme. 
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Conclusions 

6.22. A significant amount of consultation and engagement has taken place 

throughout the development of the NGT project and this has been extremely 

valuable in helping to shape the proposals.  In this Chapter I have 

demonstrated that The Promoters have taken their responsibility to consult 

with the public extremely seriously and have invested significant staff 

resource in consultation and engagement.   

6.23. As Promoters, my team has complied with their responsibility to engage with 

statutory consultees and a wide range of individuals and organisations 

throughout all stages of the TWAO process.  As a result, I am confident that 

this will ultimately result in a product that more closely reflects the 

aspirations of passengers, residents, businesses and other stakeholders. 
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7. Description of the Scheme 

7.1. The NGT scheme is seeking to create a high quality public transport scheme 

for Leeds that is modern, reliable, accessible and energy efficient.  It will be 

one of the city’s key transformational projects offering a real and attractive 

alternative to car travel  

7.2. The system will initially be 14.8km in length and will connect people to key 

employment sites, education, health, retail and leisure facilities.  It will initially 

comprise two routes one to the north of Leeds and one to the south of the 

city with a link through the city centre. 

7.3. The North Route will serve several communities including Holt Park, 

Lawnswood, Headingley and Hyde Park.  It will largely follow the route of the 

A660 corridor which is one of the key transport routes into the city centre.  

The A660 is a highly congested route which suffers from significant peak 

delays.  Both inbound and outbound flows experience journey times to and 

from the city centre which are double those in non-congested conditions.  

7.4. A major new Park and Ride site will be created at Bodington to the north of 

the Outer Ring Road providing capacity for 850 vehicles.  Segregation will be 

provided to trolleybuses through a combination of lanes for use by NGT and 

other buses, priority at traffic signals and new sections of NGT-only route. 

This includes a significant new section of route to by-pass the congested 

centre of Headingley. 

7.5. In the city centre the route connects the north and south lines to key 

destinations including Leeds University, Leeds Metropolitan University, 

Leeds General Infirmary, Leeds Arena, the City rail station and the retail 

quarter, including the recently opened Trinity shopping centre – as well as 

enhancing connectivity between these key destinations 

7.6. The South Route provides a link to major prominent development sites south 

of the city centre and beyond, acting as a catalyst for growth and 

regeneration in the south of the city.  The route also serves the communities 
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of Hunslet and Belle Isle which are characterised by relatively high levels of 

deprivation, unemployment and low car availability.  

7.7. A Park and Ride site of up to 1,700 spaces, with scope for expansion to 

2,300 spaces, will be provided at the terminus of the South Route at Junction 

7 of the M621 (Stourton).  

7.8. The NGT system will be operated using a fleet of 20 electrically powered 

trolleybuses which will be stabled and maintained at a depot adjacent to the 

Stourton Park and Ride site.  The trolleybuses will be modern, quiet, 

accessible and clean with zero emissions on-street.  

7.9. It is assumed that the trolleybuses will be articulated vehicles 18.75m in 

length and be able to carry between 120-160 passengers, although this is 

dependent on the precise vehicle procured.  

7.10. The vehicle will have level boarding from stops to allow easy access by 

wheelchair users and those with buggies.  NGT will also make use of West 

Yorkshire wide smartcard ticketing system which is being developed 

alongside, but separately to NGT. 

7.11. The NGT system will be powered by electricity provided by overhead electric 

cables at a nominal 650-750v DC supported by overhead wires fixed to 

buildings and/or poles.  The trolleybus vehicles will draw current from ten 

NGT sub-stations which will be located close to the alignment.  It is intended 

that the vehicles will have regenerative braking which will allow energy 

recuperation.  The vehicles will include an auxiliary electric power unit to 

allow the vehicle to operate off-wire for short distances which will provide 

operational flexibility. 

7.12. It is anticipated that there will be two NGT services, each operating on a 

frequency of five trolleybuses per hour, as follows: 

 Service 1: Holt Park to Stourton via Bodington, Headingley, Leeds city 

centre and Belle Isle  
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 Service 2: Bodington to Stourton via Headingley, Leeds city centre and 

Belle Isle  

7.13. This means that between Bodington, Headingley, the City Centre, and Belle 

Isle there will be 10 services per hour which equates to a trolleybus every 6 

minutes. 

7.14. Passengers will be able to make use of 27 new modern passenger stops 

with real time passenger information, shelter, seating, lighting and ticketing 

information  

7.15. The operation of the service will be specified and monitored by LCC and 

Metro, and will be managed by an operator.  
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8. The Economic and Financial Case for the Scheme 

8.1. A requirement of the Department for Transport is that there is explicit 

consideration of the economic and financial case of any major transport 

scheme that the Government funds or co-funds.  Demonstrating that NGT 

has a sound and robust financial and economic case and that these have 

been developed in accordance with the DfT’s guidance has been integral to 

securing NGT’s Programme Entry status. 

8.2. The Economic and Financial Case for the application scheme is set out in 

detail in the January 2014 Revised Business Case [C-1]. Mr Chadwick 

covers in his evidence [APP-7-2] how this Economic and Financial Case has 

been arrived at.  

8.3. In particular his evidence shows: 

 That the application scheme has a benefit cost ratio of 2.90:1.  The DfT 

consider that any scheme with a BCR in excess of 2 is good value for 

money. 

 That there are an additional set of monetised benefits that are not 

included in this BCR. NGT will support an additional 4,000 jobs in Leeds 

and if the economic impact of these is included in the calculation of the 

BCR it would increase to 3.65:1 

 That there are a set of additional benefits that are not monetised and so 

not included in the BCR.  These include the benefits to pedestrians and 

cyclists that will come about because of the additional facilities that will be 

provided for them as an integral part of the scheme 

 That the benefits of the scheme greatly outweigh its disbenefits, 

particularly associated with townscape and landscape. 

8.4. The Revised Business Case shows that the scheme BCR is robust to a 

reasonable set of downside sensitivities. 
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8.5. The outturn capital cost of the NGT scheme is £250.5m. Outturn costs are 

the actual cost of the NGT Project in cash terms. Table 8.1 shows the 

breakdown of the costs. 

Table 8.1 Preferred Option Implementation Cost (£m) 

Cost Item Q2 2013 Outturn Cost  

Construction Costs £133.1 £152.6 

Development Costs £27.5 £28.7 

Land Acquisition and Compensation £20.0 £22.4 

Traffic Regulation Orders, 

Testing/Commissioning, Monitoring and 

Evaluation 

£2.6 £3.0 

Utilities £15.9 £17.9 

Risk £22.5 £25.9 

Inflation £28.9 Included Above 

Capital Funding Requirement £250.5 £250.5 

Source: Business Case Review 2014 [C-1] 

8.6. The July 2012 Programme Entry Re-approval letter from the DfT [C-6-15] 

sets out the conditional commitment of the DfT to be the majority funder of 

the NGT Project. A proportion of the cost must be funded locally. The 

development costs, a proportion of the construction costs and any additional 

costs incurred over and above the project costs will be funded through the 

local authority contribution.  

8.7. Table 8.2 presents the overall funding package by source. The table 

demonstrates that the capital costs for the scheme are affordable. 
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Table 8.2  Summary of Funding Sources (Outturn) 

Item £000 % 

DfT £173,500 69% 

Metro Capital Reserves/LTP3 £4,900 2% 

LCC Capital Programme/LTP3 £25,500 10% 

Prudential Borrowing £35,000 14% 

Land already in Metro/LCC ownership £11,600 5% 

Total Funding £250,500  

Source: Business Case Review 2014 [C-1] 

8.8. The Revised Business Case also shows that the application scheme has a 

strong financial case.  The NGT scheme will have revenues in excess of 

operating costs and this operating surplus means that its operation will not 

require on-going public support.  Further the cumulative operating surplus 

will be in excess of the cost of any borrowing that Leeds City Council may 

undertake to support the local contribution to the scheme’s cost. 

8.9. Based on the information presented, the costs associated with the 

construction, operation, maintenance and renewing NGT are affordable and 

financially sustainable. 

8.10. As part of the Business Case and as the DfT requires, explicit consideration 

has been given to further options: a Next Best Alternative (NBA) and a Low 

Cost Alternative (LCA).  

8.11. The NBA has specified to produce outputs as close as possible to the 

application scheme.  It has the same segregation as NGT, but uses plug-in 

hybrid single articulated vehicles instead of trolleybuses.  As Mr Chadwick 

shows in his evidence [APP-7-2], the cost benefit case for the NGT scheme 

is superior to the NBA. Because of its segregation many of the negative 

impacts of the NBA are the same as NGT, although there is no negative 
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impact from the overhead lines that NGT requires.  NGT has a superior 

financial case to the NBA.  There are, however, significant delivery risks 

associated with the NBA. 

8.12. The LCA utilises double-deck hybrid buses similar to those already in 

operation in Leeds.  These are provided with priority on the existing highway, 

but there is no segregation.  Park and ride is provided at Stourton and 

Bodington.  The economic and financial performance of the LCA is poor. It 

would not be considered value for money and would not be eligible for DfT 

funding. 

Conclusions 

8.13. In this Chapter I have set out that the NGT project has been developed in 

accordance with DfT’s guidance and that it has a strong business and 

financial case – and that the business case for NGT is substantially better 

than for the Next Best and Low Cost Alternatives.  These aspects are 

presented in further detail in Mr Chadwick’s proof [APP-7-2].  The scheme 

costs and funding package have also been presented, which demonstrate 

that the scheme is affordable. 
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9. Delivering the Scheme 

Outline of Commercial Case 

9.1. The purpose of the Commercial Case is to demonstrate the development of 

a sound procurement strategy for NGT that will ensure that the Scheme 

Objectives are realised over the life span of the project.  Necessarily, the 

approach to procurement will only be finalised once powers are secured and 

market testing has been undertaken. 

9.2. The procurement strategy for the NGT system is set out in the Commercial 

Case section of the 2014 Business Case Review [C-1 Chapters 22-23] and 

will be covered by Mr Henkel’s Proof of Evidence [APP-4-2].  I am satisfied 

that it has been developed to a degree and level of detail appropriate to the 

current stage of the Project’s development. Four principles underpin the 

procurement strategy and these are: 

 To deliver the scheme within the set affordability limits;  

 To secure the benefits of the scheme and hence its value for money;  

 To place risk with those parties best placed to manage and mitigate such 

risks cost effectively; and  

 To integrate NGT with the wider Leeds transport network now and in the 

future.  

9.3. The preference is to have a single contract with a delivery vehicle which will 

be secured via the Competitive Dialogue procedure.  This approach will be 

subject to further review and development, including in due course market 

testing with potential bidders.  

9.4. The Commercial Strategy for NGT outlines that we have elected to take 

revenue risk for the NGT Project.  This means that the revenues from NGT 

operation will accrue to the Promoters who in turn will pay the contracted 

operator to provide the trolley vehicle service under terms which would 

include a specific performance regime.  If revenue exceeds the contracted 
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cost of operation, the Promoters retain the surplus.  Conversely, if revenue 

falls short of the contracted cost of operation, the Promoters will need to 

make up the shortfall from their own resources. 

Management Case  

9.5. Metro and Leeds City Council have put in place a robust framework to 

ensure the effective delivery of the NGT project.  There is a strong and 

productive working relationship between the promoting authorities to ensure 

that the project functions effectively.  Partnership working arrangements 

have been developed to provide each organisation with a clear 

understanding of their responsibilities. 

9.6. The PRINCE2 project management methodology is used to ensure that that 

the project is managed in an efficient and structured way.  PRINCE2 is 

widely acknowledged as a leading project management methodology and it 

provides a structured framework through which to ensure appropriate 

management processes are embedded into the project.  

9.7. Strong governance arrangements are in place to enable efficient joint 

working between the promoting organisations.  This is headed by the Project 

Board which has ultimate responsibility for the delivery of NGT, provides 

strategic guidance and has decision making authority.  The Project Board 

also has responsibility for maintaining links with elected members. 

9.8. My role as Project Director is to oversee the day to day running of the project 

and to ensure that the Project Board and elected members are equipped to 

make decisions as needed.  The NGT Project Manager supports me in this 

role by planning and monitoring project activities and ensuring that 

management information is reported in an appropriate and timely manner. 

9.9. The NGT Project Team contains individuals from Metro and LCC who have 

been assigned to work exclusively on the NGT project.  These individuals 

bring a range of experience and expertise to the project in areas including 

highways design, planning, economic appraisal, legal issues and project 
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management.  This team is supported by a further team of professional 

consultants to provide advice and resources in a number of technical areas. 

9.10. A detailed project programme has been developed to identify timescales, 

milestones and interdependencies.  This is proactively used to monitor 

progress and to identify issues as early as possible. 

9.11. Major constraints and dependencies have been identified [C-1, paras 24.22 

– 24.23] in order to ensure that critical issues are addressed at appropriate 

points within the project lifecycle.  These dependencies and constraints 

range from public and political acceptability of the NGT Project, potential 

expansion of the system, statutory approvals and processes to design and 

environmental factors. 

9.12. A high level overview of the Project Plan is provided in Table 9.1 below. 

Table 9.1: NGT Project Plan 

Milestone* Date 

DfT Programme Entry July 2012 (complete) 
 

TWAO application 

September 

2013 

(complete) Public Inquiry May 2014 

Secretary of State decision on TWAO Spring 2015 

DfT Conditional Approval Summer 2016 

Selection of preferred tenders Autumn 2016 

Full approval Winter 2016 

Contract award Early 2017 

Start of main construction Early 2017** 

Start of operations Early 2020 

* Milestones correct as of January 2014 

** Some Pre-construction works are scheduled to commence in 2015 

9.13. Throughout the development of the project, a proactive approach to the 

identification and management of risks has been adopted and is now fully 

embedded into the project [C-1, Chapter 26].  The risk registers are 

frequently reviewed through a combination of one to one meetings with team 

members and wider risk workshops. Key risks are regularly reported to the 
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Project Board.  These processes have helped to ensure early identification 

of risks and the timely implementation of mitigation measures. 

9.14. I recognise the value of external challenge and assurance and as such have 

engaged fully in the Local Partnerships  Gateway Review process (formerly 

delivered by the Office of Government Commerce).  This has involved 

undergoing detailed peer reviews at appropriate points in the development of 

the project.  These reviews have provided a useful assessment of the 

‘health’ of the project and have assisted me in identifying areas for further 

work.  The results from the Gateway Reviews held to date have been 

extremely positive and it is intended to make further use of such reviews as 

the project develops.  

9.15. In terms of deliverability, my team has been informed by experience and 

good practice from those who have successfully delivered rapid transit 

systems (including Cambridge Guided Busway, Luton Dunstable Busway, 

Bristol Rapid Transport, Nottingham Tram (NET) and Manchester Metrolink), 

as well as drawing on global best practice and a wide network of contacts.  

The Promoters also have a strong track record in terms of efficient delivery 

of key projects in terms of planning, design, project/construction 

management and procurement aspects.  This is set out in the Management 

Case of the Business Case Review [C-1, paras 24.9 – 24.10]. 

9.16. Further to this, the Gateway Review process has provided external 

confirmation that the NGT Project is considered deliverable and that robust 

processes are in place to ensure delivery.  

9.17. Following a detailed governance review conducted at a West Yorkshire level, 

it was agreed that a Combined Authority be established from 1st April 2014.  

This body which has now replaced the West Yorkshire Integrated Transport 

Authority and Metro will be responsible for strategic transport and economic 

functions across the county.  The creation of the West Yorkshire Combined 

Authority will provide a stable and more streamlined governance framework 

for transport projects such as NGT.  
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9.18. Full details of the Promoters Management Case are set out in detail in the 

business case [C-1, Chapters 24 – 28]. 

Conclusion 

9.19. In this Chapter I have provided a brief overview of the Commercial Case, the 

purpose of which is to demonstrate the development of a sound procurement 

strategy for NGT that will ensure that the Scheme Objectives are realised 

over the life span of the project.  The principles that underlie the 

Procurement strategy are presented 

9.20. The Commercial Strategy for NGT outlines that we have elected to take 

revenue risk for the NGT Project. 

9.21. In respect of the Management Case, I have set out the robust framework 

that has been put in place to ensure the effective delivery of the NGT project.  

This includes the composition and roles of the Project Team and the strong 

governance arrangements, which encompass risk management and periodic 

external challenge and assurance. 
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10. Statement of Matters 

10.1. The TWAO application and the application for a direction as to deemed 

planning permission fall to be determined by the Secretary of State for 

Transport.  The application for conservation area consent falls to be 

determined by the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government, 

both on the recommendation of the appointed inspector.  

10.2. The Secretary of State for Transport and the Secretary of State for 

Communities and Local Government have issued a Statement of Matters for 

the TWA inquiry.  

10.3. My evidence is of relevance to the following elements of the Statement of 

Matters: 

Matter 1: The aims and objectives of, and the need for, the proposed Leeds 

Trolley Vehicle System between Holt Park to the north of Leeds, and 

Stourton to the south, via Leeds City Centre 

10.4. The need for the scheme is established in Chapter 3 of my evidence and the 

objectives are presented in Chapter 5. Mr Farrington [APP-1-2] covers the 

strategic need for investment in Leeds. 

Matter 2: The justification for the particular proposals in the draft TWA order, 

including the anticipated transportation, regeneration, environmental and 

socio-economic benefits of the scheme 

10.5. These elements of the statement of matters are variously addressed by Mr 

Farrington [APP-1-2] and Mr Chadwick [APP-7-2]. Chapter 3 of my evidence 

covers the rationale for why a rapid transit scheme is needed on the two 

corridors and the resulting transportation benefits.  The evidence 

demonstrates that the proposals in the TWA Order are justified. 
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Matter 3: The main alternative options considered by the Promoters 

(including alternative modes to bus, and alternative means of propulsion) and 

the reasons for choosing the proposals comprised in the scheme. 

10.6. This element of the statement of matters is addressed in Chapter 3 of my 

evidence. Mr Chadwick [APP-7-2] sets out details of the appraisal that has 

been undertaken on alternatives. 

Matter 4: The extent to which the scheme would be consistent with the 

National Planning Policy Framework, national transport policy, and local 

transport, environmental and planning policies 

10.7. The extent to which the scheme is consistent with national and local transport 

policy is covered in Chapter 4 of my evidence. Mr Speak [APP-8-2] covers the 

planning elements of Matter 4 and Mr Leather [APP-15-2] covers the issue of 

consistency with environmental policies. I am satisfied that the scheme is 

consistent with the relevant transport policies. 

Matter 12: Whether the scheme is reasonably capable of attracting the 

necessary funding, having regard to the Promoters’ Business Case Review 

(Core Document Ref. C-1) 

10.8. I am satisfied that the scheme meets this requirement, and this element of the 

statement of matters is dealt with in my Chapter 8 of my evidence, and further 

by Mr Chadwick [APP-7-2].  

Matter 13: Whether there is a compelling case in the public interest for 

conferring on the Promoters powers compulsorily to acquire and use land for 

the purposes of the scheme, having regard to the guidance on the making of 

compulsory purchase orders in ODPM Circular 06/2004, paragraphs 16 to 

23; and whether the land and rights in land for which compulsory acquisition 

powers are sought are required by the Promoters in order to secure 

satisfactory implementation of the scheme 

I set out the need for the scheme in Chapter 3, including the choice of 

corridors and mode choice.  Mr Smith [APP-6-2] sets out in his evidence, the 
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specific design and engineering requirements to deliver against the need.  Mr 

Caten [APP-16-2] sets out in his evidence the specific land and property 

impacts which are required to deliver the scheme. All of this demonstrates 

that there is a compelling case in the public interest for the compulsory 

acquisition powers which are sought by the Promoters. 
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11. Response to Objectors 

11.1. A number of objections have been made to the draft Transport and Works Act 

(TWA) Order submitted in respect of the NGT scheme.  

11.2. This Chapter addresses some of the concerns and comments made in 

relation to NGT and the overall transport strategy – with particular emphasis 

on; transport policy aspects, issues around technology options, the 

consultation process – through the objections to the draft TWA Order which 

have not already been addressed in earlier Chapters of my Proof of Evidence. 

11.3. These include amongst others : 

 Professor Todd (Obj/171); 

 Professor Griffiths (Obj/728); 

 Alan Haigh (Obj/168); 

 John Dammone (Obj514); 

 Claire Randall (Obj/998) 

 First West Yorkshire (Obj/923); 

 Mr Kemp and Mr Thomas on behalf of North West Leeds Transport Forum 

(Obj/1719); 

 Mr McKinnon on behalf of A660 Joint Council (Obj/1644); 

 Ms Carey-Jones on behalf of the South Headingley Community 

Association (Obj/1641); 

 North Hyde Park Residents Association (Obj/1624); 

 The Drummond and Churchwood Residents Association (Obj/1727)  

 Meanwood Valley Partnership (Obj/510); 

 Alan Mann on behalf of Holt Park Residents Association (Obj/387) 
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 Leeds College of Art (Obj/1604); 

 The Federation of Small Businesses (Obj/ 1721); 

 Headingley Business Forum (Obj/647) 

 Cllr Barry Anderson (Obj/527); 

 Cllr Jonathan Bentley (Obj/1520); 

 Cllr John Illingworth (Obj/1684); 

 Cllr Judith Chapman (Obj/772); 

 Adel and Wharfedale Branch Labour Party (Obj/1605); 

11.4. Rather than address each objection individually, I have identified a number of 

themes that relate to my evidence: 

(a) That there is a lack of coherent transport policy for Leeds.(Objectors 

591,1644) 

(b) NGT is at odds with the objectives of the LTP and the ‘6 Big Ideas’ 

(Objector 719) 

(c) Congestion charging and demand management should be considered 

(Objector 1684)  

(d) The trolleybus is an inflexible mode of transport due to use of overhead 

lines (Objectors 923, 1520, 1605, 1644) 

(e) The view expressed that trolleybus is an outdated mode of transport, or 

one that is soon to be obsolete (Objectors 527, 772, 923 ,1644,1684) 

(f) Specialist fleet of vehicles presents risks (Objector 719, 923) 

(g) Alternative technology options have not been given due consideration, 

including those with lower carbon emissions (Objectors 168, 171, 527, 

719, 728, 923, 1520, 1604, 1605, 1624, 1644, 1684, 1727)   
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(h) Consultation in general was lacking/flawed (Objectors 168, 171, 387, 527, 

647, 719, 728, 772, 998, 1520, 1604, 1641, 1644, 1684, 1727) 

(i) Consultation results have been deliberately withheld (Objectors 1641, 

1644) 

(j) Freedom of Information requests have been unreasonably refused 

(Objectors 998, 1641, 1644) 

(k) Not engaged with businesses sufficiently (Objectors 647, 719, 1520, 

1727)  

(l) Pictures shown in Parma had no traffic in them as it is a restricted traffic 

zone (Objector 171) 

(m)Alternative route options, including truncation of the scheme, have not 

been given due consideration (Objector 171)  

(n) Council officers have not taken advice from qualified local individuals 

(Objector 527) 

(o) Unanticipated costs will need to be met through local funding (Objectors 

719, 1644, 1727) 

(p) That the scheme has been developed in haste (Objector 1604,) 

(q) That the Gateway Review undertaken on the scheme was not impartial 

(Objector 171) 

11.5. This Proof of Evidence provides a summary of the key issues raised in 

objection to the scheme and sets out the Promoters’ response to these 

issues. Correspondence and meetings with the objectors are continuing  with 

the aim of resolving those objections, where possible. 

 

Issue (a) – That there is a lack of coherent transport policy/strategy for Leeds. 

11.6. Paragraphs 4.16- 4.28 of my evidence demonstrates that there is a coherent 
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transport policy/strategy for Leeds, which is one that sits within the wider City 

Region context. 

 

Issue (b) – NGT is at odds with the objectives of the LTP and the ‘6 Big Ideas’ 

11.7. Paragraphs 4.16- 4.23 of my evidence demonstrate that NGT is aligned with 

the LTP objectives 

11.8. Six ‘big ideas’ were identified in the LTP that will drive progress towards the 

LTP objectives [D-6-11, pg 11]. These are 

1. Enhanced travel information 

2. Fully integrated ticketing 

3. Investment in low carbon modes of travel 

4. A new approach to buses 

5. Phasing in stronger demand management 

6. New approach to network management 

11.9. At page 95 of this document, initiatives are listed against the ‘big ideas’, with 

NGT specifically falling under Idea 3.  It should be noted that NGT also has 

the potential to contribute towards a number of the other 5 ‘big ideas’. As 

summarised below: 

1) Enhanced travel information – through the provision of additional Real 

Time Information displays installed along the route 

2) Fully integrated ticketing – by ensuring that NGT ticketing is available 

via smartcard 

3) New Approach to buses – through the provision of new priority 

measures along the NGT route which will be of benefit to all buses 

using these corridors. 
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Issue (c) – Congestion charging and demand management should be 

considered 

11.10. Leeds City Council currently has no policies or plans to support the 

development of a road user charging scheme in the city.  Whilst such 

schemes introduced in the right circumstances and locations can have a 

beneficial effect, currently in the UK the only significant scheme is in London 

which has an extensive high quality and integrated transport system.  

11.11. Elsewhere where schemes have been considered and particularly in 

Manchester their work prior to the referendum showed that any road user 

charging package needed to be accompanied by an extensive transport 

investment package, particularly in public transport for two reasons: one to 

provide good alternatives to road users not willing to pay the charges; and, 

two, to offset the otherwise detrimental economic impacts that could arise 

from a charge.  Therefore notwithstanding the Council’s present position, it is 

clear that whatever direction policy may take in the future, the development of 

high quality public transport options, such as NGT, will remain an essential 

component of travel choice in the city for which any charging scheme on its 

own could not provide a simple substitute. 

11.12. It should be noted that in terms of suggestions that there should be a level of 

demand management, there are many aspects of the current transport system 

that fulfil this requirement.  These include; the quantum of city centre car 

parking and associated charging regime, bus lane camera enforcement which 

is in place in Leeds City centre, traffic signals controlled by Leeds CC’s UTMC 

team, current bus priority measures etc. 

 

Issue (d) – The trolleybus is an inflexible mode of transport due to use of 

overhead lines 

11.13. Unlike trams, trolleybuses can move around stationary vehicles.  If needed, 

they can also disengage, and operate under their own on-board power to 

move around an obstruction, before reconnecting automatically at the next 

stop.  
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11.14. In the past, it has been the accepted wisdom that flexibility in moving or 

extending (diesel) bus services to suit demand is always a good attribute.  

However, individuals and businesses recognise the importance of 

‘permanence’, because they want certainty that when they move to a location 

with good transport links, these will remain for the long term. Further detail on 

this can be found in Chapter 3. 

11.15. Investment in trolleybus wiring and sub-stations demonstrates a long term 

commitment to a high standard of transport provision and is more likely to 

encourage businesses and residents to move near trolleybus stops than 

moving near to bus stops.  Rail is arguably the most inflexible of networks and 

yet passenger growth continues year on year, and has practically doubled 

since the early 1990’s.  NGT aims to bring reliability, competitive journey 

times, better ride comfort and permanence, which will set it apart from existing 

regular bus services. 

 

Issue (e) – The view expressed that trolleybus is an outdated mode of 

transport, or one that is soon to be obsolete 

11.16. Although there are currently no trolleybuses operating in the UK, trolleybuses 

are a common sight around the world, with nearly 400 cities using them.  

Within the last 10 years, the following cities have recently developed all new 

trolleybus systems: Kertsch, Ukraine, 2004, Rome, Italy, 2005, Clermont-

Ferrand, France, 2006, Padua, Italy, 2007, Castellon de la Plana, Spain, 

2008, Bari, Italy, 2010, and Lecce, Italy, 2012  

11.17. Since 2000, over 10,500 modern trolleybus vehicles have been purchased for 

use in systems across the globe.  Some of the biggest orders for new 

trolleybuses in the last 2 years are listed in the table below.  
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Country  
Number of new 

trolley vehicles 

Geneva, Switzerland 33 

Salzburg, Austria 26 

Bologna, Italy  55 

San Francisco, USA 60 + option for 80 

Seattle, USA  141 

Sao Paulo, Brazil  200 

Sofia, Bulgaria  100 

 

11.18. Some cities are choosing to remove their trolleybus networks. Sometimes this 

is because they have the funding required to upgrade to a system with more 

capacity (such as tram or Underground/Metro) or because they have not 

invested in regular maintenance and renewals and the capital cost of 

replacing all of the equipment is currently unaffordable.  

11.19. All forms of transport have developed over the decades, including trams, 

trains, cars, motorbikes, boats and aircraft.  Trolleybus is no exception. The 

pollution caused by internal combustion engines is today causing many cities 

to consider clean technology even when tram systems are considered 

unaffordable.  Trolleybuses are arguably more relevant today than they have 

ever been.  

 

Issue (f) – The need for a specialist fleet of vehicles presents risks 

11.20. Trolleybus technology is a well-established across the globe, especially in 

Europe.  At present there are no modern trolleybus networks operating in the 

UK. When the Manchester Authorities were developing proposals for their 
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Tram network they were faced with a similar problem. Not only has the 

Manchester tram network developed into a multi- billion pound network but its 

success has led to other cities developing tram networks such as Sheffield, 

Nottingham and Edinburgh.  This has spawned growth in the tram 

maintenance skills market.  The Promoters would like to think that the 

successful delivery of NGT will lead to more cities considering trolleybus 

systems and the trolleybus maintenance skills market developing to meet 

demand.  The more readily available the required skills are (especially locally) 

the lower the maintenance costs.  

11.21. Although the vehicles used for NGT will need to be purpose built (right hand 

drive) vehicles, it is actually very common for Promoters to require bespoke 

machines.  Rather than represent a risk, The Promoters see this as an 

opportunity to ensure the vehicles are manufactured to meet the specific 

needs of the people of Leeds.  

11.22. The cost of bespoke vehicles and the maintenance of/spares for those 

vehicles has been taken into account when calculating the cost of NGT and 

the business case for it. This is covered in detail within the 2014 NGT 

Business Case Review [C-1 Table 11.2, pg 11-15].  

 

Issue (g) – Alternative technology options have not been given due 

consideration, including those with lower carbon emissions 

11.23. Chapter 3 of my evidence demonstrates that alternative technology have been 

given due consideration and have been evaluated in the development of the 

NGT Project. 

 

Issue (h) – Consultation in general was lacking/flawed 

11.24. A number of objectors have asserted that the public consultation that has 

been undertaken has been inadequate in various ways.  This includes the 

South Headingley Community Association, A660 Joint Council, Holt Park 

Tenants Association, North West Leeds Transport Forum and Councillors 
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Illingworth, Bentley and Anderson. 

11.25. The Promoters strongly contest this assertion and argue that in fact a 

significant amount of consultation has taken place as summarised in Chapter 

6 of this proof and evidenced in detail in the Statement of Consultation [A-01-

3]. It has also been claimed that the consultation did not allow for a two-way 

dialogue and that the plans for the scheme were pre-decided. The Promoters 

do not agree that this is the case and would refer to the numerous design 

changes that have been made as a result of feedback from various individuals 

and groups. A summary of how feedback has been use to inform the design 

process is provided in the Statement of Consultation [A-01-3, Annex 5, pg 75]. 

11.26. There has been some suggestion that the information presented at Public 

Consultation was contradictory or misleading. Copies of all the consultation 

materials developed can be found in Core Document [A-01-3, Annex 3, pg 

27]. The Promoters do not believe that these materials contain any 

information which was misleading at the time of its publication.  

11.27. The materials presented in the initial consultation exercises undertaken during 

2008-2009 necessarily contained less detailed information since at this time, 

the plans were at a feasibility stage and the Promoters were seeking feedback 

on key aspects of the scheme such as mode choice and alignment options.  In 

2012-13 the consultation materials provided a summary of the scheme and 

this was supplemented by more detailed information (e.g. engineering plans) 

being available at consultation events and on the NGT website. 

11.28. The core consultation materials produced have always included text 

explaining how people can obtain the information in alternative languages and 

formats.  The wording used by the Promoters to offer this service has 

changed over time but has always conformed with best practice. 

11.29. A key component of the 2012-13 consultation was the distribution of 

approximately 52,000 leaflets to properties along the route.  Some objectors 

have stated that they did not receive this leaflet, however the Promoters 

employed a professional distribution agency to deliver these leaflets and took 

reasonable steps to ensure that this was undertaken (e.g. spot checks by 
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NGT staff). 

11.30. There has also been some suggestion that the Promoters employed a 

deliberate tactic of holding the consultation events during the summer period. 

As evidenced in the Statement of Consultation [A-01-3, Annex 2, pgs 22-26].  

The Promoters have deliberately sought to avoid the school summer holiday 

period. Of the 51 public consultation events that have been undertaken since 

2009, only one event has taken place during the school summer holidays 

(drop-in session held in Leeds City Centre on Monday 29th July 2013)  

 

Issue (i) – Consultation results have been deliberately withheld  

11.31. A number of objectors have suggested that the Promoters have deliberately 

withheld the results of the 2012-2013 consultation exercises.  However as 

referenced at Chapter 6 of this proof, the consultation that was undertaken 

following Programme Entry Approval did not seek to obtain a quantitative 

sample of support for the scheme but instead invited general feedback on the 

proposals. 

11.32. The collection of feedback in this manner did not enable the Promoters to 

present a quantifiable level of support for the scheme in the same way that 

had been done for the earlier consultation exercises.  However having 

analysed the feedback that was provided (both through feedback forms 

completed at the consultation events and through other correspondence 

submitted to the Project Team), the Promoters identified recurring themes and 

developed a list of over 80 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ’s) setting out 

the Promoters response to the issues raised.  The Promoters then made 

every effort to contact all individuals who had submitted feedback, to provide 

details of where to access these FAQ’s and where appropriate a more 

detailed bespoke response was provided. 

11.33. The Promoters therefore believe that rather than withholding information 

about the feedback received through consultation, they have in fact 

proactively sought to disseminate information relating to the issues which 

arose. 
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Issue (j) – Freedom of Information requests have been unreasonably refused 

11.34. In recent months a number of Freedom of Information Requests (FOI’s) 

relating to the NGT consultation process have been received. An initial 

request was received on 29th November 2013 requesting copies of all the 

feedback forms received from the consultation events held in 2012-2013. 

Officers considered this request in line with the relevant legislation (being the 

Environmental Information Regulations 2004) and concluded that the request 

was manifestly unreasonable as defined by Regulation 12(4)(b) of the 

Environmental Information Regulations.  This was due to the fact that in total 

over 350 feedback forms and 300 email were received and each of these 

would need to be reviewed individually to redact personal information or any 

information which could be used to identify an individual. This task was 

estimated to take around 52 hours which under the Environmental Information 

Regulations made the request unreasonable.   We considered the public 

interest when reaching this decision and whilst we appreciated that there 

would be a significant amount of interest in the Leeds Trolley Vehicle System, 

we did not believe there was a strong interest in the release of all individual 

survey response and the overwhelming public interest lay in ensuring the 

Leeds Trolley Vehicle System project team are able to perform their core 

functions without disruption. 

11.35. More recently a number of individuals have submitted further FOI’s requesting 

details of the feedback received at individual drop-in sessions. The Promoters 

have responded to these requests, since the requests received to date have 

not required excessive staff time. Staff time relating to these requests is 

however being recorded and there may be a point where the cumulative hours 

spent on these requests becomes untenable within the FOI legislation. 

11.36. Since November 2012, 23 requests for information relating to the Leeds 

Trolley Vehicle Scheme have been received by West Yorkshire Metro and in 

only 3 cases have these been wholly refused for valid reasons under the 

relevant legislation.  
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Issue (k) – Not engaged with businesses sufficiently  

11.37. A number of objectors have claimed that there has been a lack of consultation 

with the business community – particularly in terms of local businesses 

located along the route. The Promoters have continually sought to engage 

with businesses both along the route and in the city more widely.  A number of 

different activities have been undertaken including exhibitions, ‘drop-in’ 

sessions, meetings, presentations, questionnaires, postal distribution of 

leaflets, e-newsletters and dissemination of information via the comprehensive 

project website. These are described further in the Promoters Statement of 

Consultation [A-01-3]. 

11.38. As part of the 2009 consultation (Chapter 6 of this proof), participants were 

asked whether they were responding as an individual or as a business 

representative.  The findings of this consultation showed that 67% of business 

respondents stated that they were in support of the scheme and 16% were 

opposed to the scheme see Core Document [A-01-03 Annex 6, pg 10, Table 

3.5] 

11.39. Following the reinstatement of Programme Entry Approval in Summer 2012 

further consultation was undertaken targeted at those communities along the 

route (Chapter 6 of this proof). The update leaflet that was distributed at the 

time went to all properties (including business premises) within 600 metres of 

the route and the public drop-in sessions for people to view the plans in more 

detail were widely advertised.   

11.40. In parallel to these activities direct consultation has also taken place with 

landowners (including many business owners) along the route who are 

directly affected by the proposals. This has included the issue of bespoke 

letters and a series of meetings with landowners and tenants to discuss the 

potential impacts of the scheme and how to mitigate these. 

11.41. Certain objectors have asserted that business have not been provided with 

sufficient detail about the scheme.  This is disputed by the Promoters since an 

extensive amount of technical information has been made available publically. 

This includes documentation on the project website and at deposit locations 
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around the city.  The NGT project has also featured prominently and regularly 

in the local press (Yorkshire Evening Post/Yorkshire Post), local media (BBC 

Radio Leeds, BBC Look North and ITV Calendar News) and local and web-

based publications such as North Leeds Life and South Leeds Life. 

11.42. The Promoters appreciate that businesses along the route and across the city 

have concerns about how the construction process will impact on their 

businesses and wish to see further detail about the timing and extent of 

construction activities in different locations. While the Promoters are not able 

to provide certainty on the construction activities until a contractor has been 

appointed, we have sought to define the parameters in which construction will 

take place. For example the Promoters have set out the key construction 

principles that will be followed and an outline plan for construction in the Code 

of Construction Practice [A-08g-2] and the Construction Implementation 

Strategy [A-08g-3] which were made publically available in September 2013.  

11.43. Some objectors have suggested that the business consultation has only 

focussed on large national companies who are not located along the route. 

The Promoters have met with a number of large businesses in various 

locations around the city but this has been in addition to the local business 

consultation described above. This is considered to be a valid approach since 

the wider business community have a significant interest in any scheme that 

will have an impact on connectivity around the city, both in terms of their 

business needs and the requirements of their employees. 

 

Issue (l) – Pictures shown in Parma had no traffic in them as it is a restricted 

traffic zone 

11.44. The pictures that we have displayed of the Van Hool trolleybus vehicles were 

taken in May 2012 in Parma, on the Via Giuseppe Mazzini at the time of the 

launch of the new vehicle. This street is open to general traffic, including 

trolleybus (wired) operation.  
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Issue (m) – Alternative route options, including truncation of the scheme, have 

not been given due consideration 

11.45. In Chapter 3 of my evidence I have set out the strategic need for the scheme, 

which demonstrates how the need was identified for a rapid transit solution for 

the two key transport corridors, for which we have subsequently developed 

further. 

11.46. Over time, a wide range of alternative route options have been considered – 

either at a strategic or detailed local level. This is covered further in the 

evidence provided by Mr Smith [APP-3-2] and Mr Chadwick [APP-7-2]. 

 

Issue (n) – Council officers have not taken advice from qualified local 

individuals 

11.47. The NGT scheme proposals have been developed over time, drawing on 

expertise through a combination of; the NGT Project Team, Council and PTE 

Officers in key specialist areas, wider advisor/consultant support (with 

significant UK and global experience of delivering projects with similar 

attributes) and through a significant exercise of local 

engagement/consultation. 

11.48. As discussed elsewhere in this proof, extensive consultation has been 

undertaken over the last 5 ½ years along the proposed route. At each event, 

members of the NGT team sought to collect and process comments from 

members of the public.  Many of those comments have come from qualified 

individuals, who live locally making a wide range of comments.  

11.49. Via the Transport and Works Act Order process, any qualified individual (living 

local or otherwise) has had the opportunity to study detailed documentation 

and make formal objections/representations to the relevant Secretaries of 

State.  Many have indeed done so and have indicated that they will be giving 

evidence at the Public Inquiry.  

11.50. In addition to this, members of the NGT team (and elected members involved 
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in the scheme) have engaged with qualified individuals who live locally, some 

of whom have challenged the scheme and some have shown support for the 

scheme.  The comments have been welcomed and negotiations are on-going 

as to how their concerns/suggestions could feed into the schemes design 

moving forwards.  

11.51. Numerous members of the NGT Team working full time on this project have a 

vast amount of experience in this field and live within the City region or even 

along the route itself.  

 

Issue (o) – Unanticipated costs will need to be met through local funding 

11.52. The Promoters have a strong track record locally in delivering major 

infrastructure projects to time and budget. 

11.53. The Business Case for NGT demonstrates that the financial operating position 

will be robust [C-1, Chapter 21]. This is covered further in Mr Chadwick’s 

evidence [APP-7-2]. 

11.54. Chapters 19 and 20 of this document set out the Financial and Funding case 

for NGT, which demonstrate that an approved funding package is in place for 

the scheme. 

11.55. The Promoters have invested a substantial amount of time and effort into 

utilising proven tried and tested project management tools (PRINCE2 project 

management in this case) in order to control the scheme’s development, 

analysing risks and carefully managing those risks. These processes have 

been subject to peer review through the Local Partnerships Gateway Review 

process (see Chapter 9 of this proof). 

11.56. In line with standard practice, a Quantified Risk estimate has been included 

within the overall estimate of scheme costs. This provides for any costs which 

are incurred as a consequence of risks materialising, and is standard practice 

for any project. 
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Issue (p) – That the scheme has been developed in haste 

11.57. I have already referred to the history of the development of the scheme at 

Chapter 5 of this Proof.  Chapter 6 also demonstrates the extensive 

consultation and engagement process that has taken place over the last 5½ 

years. 

 

Issue (q) – That the Gateway Review undertaken on the scheme was not 

impartial 

11.58. The Office of Government Commerce (OGC) Gateway Process (now Local 

Partnerships) is designed to provide independent guidance to Senior 

Responsible Owners (SRO), programme and project teams and to the 

departments who commission their work, on how best to ensure that their 

programmes and projects are successful. 

11.59. These reviews deliver a “peer review”, in which independent practitioners from 

outside the programme/project use their experience and expertise to examine 

the progress and likelihood of successful delivery of the programme or project. 

They are used to provide a valuable additional perspective on the issues 

facing the internal team, and an external challenge to the robustness of plans 

and processes. 

11.60. The Gateway Process provides support to SROs in the discharge of their 

responsibilities to achieve their business aims, by helping the SRO to ensure: 

 the best available skills and experience are deployed on the programme 

or project; 

 all the stakeholders covered by the programme/project fully understand 

the programme/project status and the issues involved; 

 there is assurance that the programme/project can progress to the next 

stage of development or implementation and that any procurement is well 

managed in order to provide value for money on a whole life basis; 
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 achievement of more realistic time and cost targets for programmes and 

projects; 

 improvement of knowledge and skills among government staff through 

participation in Reviews; and 

 provision of advice and guidance to programme and project teams by 

fellow practitioners. 

11.61. The suggestion that the Gateway Reviews, as undertaken in respect of the 

NGT Project, are anything other than impartial has no basis in evidence. 
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12. Summary and Conclusions 

12.1. My evidence has covered the following areas: 

 The need for a rapid transport scheme on the A660 Otley Road and 

A61/M621 corridors 

 Why a trolleybus-based system is the most appropriate rapid transit 

technology; 

 A demonstration of the strong fit that NGT has with current national and 

local policies; 

 The history of scheme development, including the funding context; 

 The approach to consultation and engagement across all phases of the 

project to date; 

 An overview of the economic, financial and commercial cases – the detail 

of which will be set out in other Proofs of Evidence; and 

 A summary of the Management Case in relation to the NGT project. 

12.2. In terms of the need for the scheme, including the choice of mode, I conclude 

in Chapter 3, that: 

 Committed and planned future enhancements to the City’s bus and rail 

networks, along with enhancements to cycling and pedestrian provision 

will help support economic growth, but will not allow Leeds to grow to 

meet its full economic potential; 

 The analysis has demonstrated that the A660 Otley Road and A61/M621 

corridors have the demand characteristics necessary, and fulfil the 

criteria, to support a rapid transit scheme (which includes park and ride as 

an integral element) as well as present the opportunity to implement one.  

Such a scheme needs high capacity vehicles and an appropriate level of 

associated infrastructure to provide the step change in public transport 

journey times, capacity and quality that the city needs; and 
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 The level of permanence that is offered by the NGT system will 

demonstrate to potential new residents, businesses and developers a 

commitment to improving transport in the areas along the route, and that 

the commitment is permanent, rather than transitory. This will encourage 

people to locate in those areas and will encourage private sector 

investment and regeneration. 

 An all-electric vehicle will meet the scheme objectives and minimise 

transport’s environmental impacts and support a sustainable city-wide 

transport system. Trolley vehicle technology is the only proven and 

affordable system that can provide the performance and capacity that 

Leeds’s rapid transit system requires – and that can be delivered within 

the current approval framework. 

12.3. In Chapter 4, I have set out the relevant current national and local transport 

policies that have been considered when developing the NGT project and 

have demonstrated that there is a strong fit between the NGT project and 

policy. 

12.4. In respect of the development of the NGT scheme, I have demonstrated in 

Chapter 5 that the project has been developed over time against a set of clear 

objectives.  The evolution of the project has followed a logical and robust 

process, in full recognition of a range of factors including a changing policy 

and funding landscape, and that strategic decisions have been made in a 

number of key areas.  Further to this, I have set out that the NGT project has 

a strong business case and Mr Chadwick’s evidence demonstrates that the 

four outputs identified in paragraph 5.12 will be achieved. 

12.5. A significant amount of consultation and engagement has taken place 

throughout the development of the NGT project and this has been extremely 

valuable in helping to shape the proposals.  In Chapter 6 I have demonstrated 

that The Promoters have taken their responsibility to consult with the public 

extremely seriously and have invested significant staff resource in 

consultation and engagement.   

12.6. As Promoters, my team has complied with their responsibility to engage with 
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statutory consultees and a wide range of individuals and organisations 

throughout all stages of the TWAO process.  As a result, I am confident that 

this will ultimately result in a product that more closely reflects the aspirations 

of passengers, residents, businesses and other stakeholders. 

12.7. In Chapter 8 I have set out that the NGT project has been developed in 

accordance with DfT’s guidance and that it has a strong business and 

financial case – and that the business case for NGT is substantially better 

than for the Next Best and Low Cost Alternatives.  These aspects are 

presented in further detail in Mr Chadwick’s proof [APP-7-2].  The scheme 

costs and funding package have also been presented, which demonstrate that 

the scheme is affordable. 

12.8. In Chapter 9 I have provided a brief overview of the Commercial Case, the 

purpose of which is to demonstrate the development of a sound procurement 

strategy for NGT that will ensure that the Scheme Objectives are realised over 

the life span of the project.  The principles that underlie the Procurement 

strategy are presented 

12.9. The Commercial Strategy for NGT outlines that we have elected to take 

revenue risk for the NGT Project. 

12.10. In respect of the Management Case, I have set out the robust framework that 

has been put in place to ensure the effective delivery of the NGT project.  This 

includes the composition and roles of the Project Team and the strong 

governance arrangements, which encompass risk management and periodic 

external challenge and assurance. 
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